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LOOKING BACK AT 2021
Dear reader, 

We’re proud to share with you our 2021 Impact Report. 

Never one to shy away from challenges, Venture Café Rotterdam continued

to engage with and connect our innovation community. Overall, we hosted a

total of 49 Thursday Gatherings, all of which had an online component,

helping to keep people informed and feel connected despite the challenges

of COVID-19. 

In total, Venture Café Rotterdam held 315 sessions and worked with 157

program partners to attract more than 3,000 visitors to our space, both

physically and virtually during our weekly Thursday Gatherings. As a proud

signatory of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, our

programming throughout the year reflected these ambitious but necessary

targets. 

In addition to the regular Thursday Gathering programming, 2021 saw us

kick off a new monthly event series: Investment Café, aimed at structurally

helping our community to navigate the investment ecosystem. With this

series we were able to cover topics like investment possibilities, access to

investors, brokers, the stock market, cryptocurrencies, and more. 

Photo by Antim Wijnaendts van Resandt 

Innovation is the ability to see change as an opportunity. Through

experimentation, we created an organic program that truly reflects the

needs of the community within our capabilities and constraints. Join us in

this journey as we continue experimenting and reinventing ourselves. 

Anoesjka Imambaks 

Executive Director, Venture Café Rotterdam
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Venture Cafe’s great strength lies in its global connections. With Cafés in

Boston, Miami, St Louis, Providence, Philadelphia, Phoenix, Monterrey, Tokyo,

Sydney, Rotterdam, and Warsaw, we’re in a unique position to create

opportunities for our community across the globe. In September, we saw

such an opportunity to create an innovation bridge between the

Netherlands, Miami and Curacao during Upstream Festival 2021. 

Focusing on our scale-up community, we partnered with four speakers: Hans

van Rossum (founder Realconomy), Loek Janssen (co-founder Nova Credit),

Dorit Roest (founder of ScaleNL) and Leigh-Ann Buchanan  (Aire Ventures).

All of whom have successfully scaled or have knowledge of the ecosystems

in Miami or Curacao. Here they shared their insights and knowledge into

these two exciting innovation gateways with almost 200 guests.

We were delighted to work with ScaleNL, who offer Dutch Tech

entrepreneurs a fast track to the US ecosystem.

PARTICIPANTS

189
ONLINE VIEWS

1k

 IMPACT STORY 
 BRIDGING INNOVATION ACROSS THE GLOBE

Dorit Roest, ScaleNL, presents at our Innovation Bridge
 Photo by Bart Heemskerk



WHAT IS 
VENTURE CAFÉ?



CONNECTING INNOVATORS 
TO MAKE THINGS HAPPEN

Provide entrepreneurs support to

succeed with their ideas & grow their

company

Partner with local and national

organizations to amplify the work of

the community

Help fill the gap in Rotterdam's

innovation community to support

access to capital and opportunity







Venture Café is a non-profit, sister-organization of CIC and part of a global

network. The Venture Café movement started as an experiment in 2010 in

Boston.

Our goal is to build an innovation community and to accelerate innovation

within the regional ecosystem. We fulfil our mission by offering freely

accessible programming and by nurturing connections that build

relationships between students, startups, entrepreneurs, corporates, funders

and other organizations. By connecting innovators, we create impact and

foster innovation and growth.

Prior to COVID-19, every week we hosted the largest innovation community

event in the world, known as the Thursday Gathering, with more than 2,000

weekly visitors globally. We intend to return to these figures as soon as we

can. The power of ‘offline’ contact initiates meaningful connections which

can accelerate innovation. We call it ‘engineered serendipity’: we provide

innovators with a place to meet, we offer programming to inspire and we

facilitate in building relationships.

2021 saw our expertise in online and offline programming grow as we

developed hybrid experiences to cater for an ever-changing environment.

The initial novelty we all embraced of ‘going online’ in 2020 was replaced in

2021 with a need to motivate and listen to our community’s needs.

.



"We were introduced to Cor the Coach via our business coach so it was

great to meet him virtually through Venture Café Rotterdam. Apart

from the fact he helped us create the packages we offer as a business,

one of the people we met in Venture Café's  session is now our client."

JULIE TAYLOR
Co Founder, Blue Ninja

Business Support

LOUISA STEWART
Co Founder, Blue Ninja

Business Support



THURSDAY
GATHERINGS



ISOLATION IS THE ENEMY OF INNOVATION
Our flagship event is the Thursday Gathering, which is a weekly meetup that

we organize 49 times per year. Every Thursday between 16:00 and 19:00 we

host the largest innovation community gathering in Rotterdam, with an

average of 300 visitors per week in non-COVID-19 times.

By offering a freely accessible program with a mix of break-out sessions,

office hours and info tables, we create serendipitous encounters.

Venture Café’s inclusive platform, featuring the Thursday Gathering,

empowers individuals and organizations across the world to learn, connect

and share solutions for lasting impact.

We welcome innovators of every expertise, experience level and identity to

our events and our physical and digital spaces as both participants and

presenters. We intentionally collaborate with a wide range of moderators,

educators and thinkers to lead our programs because the more diverse the

group of people engaged in innovation efforts, the bigger and more

meaningful the local impact will be.

THURSDAY
 GATHERINGS VISITS

49 3k

"Venture Café Rotterdam's Thursday

Gathering has helped me to further

develop myself and my business. It

gives me opportunities to speak to new

people, get inspired, and be

motivated."

ATTENDEE AT OUR THURSDAY
GATHERING

315
SESSIONS



With 315 sessions taking place during Venture Café’s Thursday Gatherings in

2021, we housed an incredible amount of knowledge, expertise and

inspiration on a week-to-week basis. 

A total of 157 unique program partners hosted break out sessions, office

hours or info tables as part of our Thursday programs. They dedicated their

time to give back to the innovation community. Even multiple times

throughout the year. Our program partners are a mix of inspiring experts

from our (inter)national network as well as talented people from within our

community.

In our Thursday program in 2021 we have mainly focused on the needs of

our community in an ever-changing environment. We explored topics such

as resilience, mental health, and financial management in times of crisis. We

work with monthly themes as a red thread for our programming as it allows

for like-minded visitors to connect, share knowledge and exchange expertise

around the theme at hand. Something we like to call engineered

serendipity. We are proud to have built a solid base of dedicated partners

over the past years.

We are humbled to have partners on board who were able to continue to

collaborate with us despite the current trying times. We take great pride in

the fact that they recognize the value of having access to the talented

innovation community we serve and our efforts to connect them to their

desired target groups. A big thank you to all of our partners for their

continued support to our non-profit mission!

.

PROGRAMMING WITH PRECISION AND
PARTNERSHIPS

PROGRAM 
PARTNERS

SESSIONS

Our 2021 program



In August, we proudly announced a new partnership with Icoinic Capital a

premier data-driven investment group managing a range of alternative

investment funds focused on crypto-assets. This partnership aims to

demystify the world of crypto and create more awareness and

understanding around this investment route for startups, scale-ups and

entrepreneurs. 

It is a partnership that is going from strength to strength and certainly

quenching our community's thirst for knowledge in this field. Icoinic have

already delivered a range of talks and sessions around Crypto during our

Thursday Gatherings as well as recorded two podcast episodes for our new

podcast channel, Venture Voices. 

Venture Café Rotterdam strives to keep on top of trends and share this

access with our community. Icoinic's enthusiasm to share their expertise to

the betterment of the ecosystem proves how valuable our partnerships are. 

 IMPACT STORY 
DEMYSTIFYING CRYPTO IN PARTNERSHIP

157
PROGRAM
PARTNERS

The team at Icoinic Capital



INFO TABLES

105
OFFICE HOURS

 
58

BREAK OUTS

160

INFO TABLES OFFICE HOURS BREAK OUTS

A place to showcase an upcoming event or test a

new product with the Venture Café community. A

great way to meet all the visitors on the floor.

Office hours where you (as a coach, mentor,

company or investor) can have a 1-on-1 meeting.

A session such as a workshop, panel discussion or

lecture on a specific topic. They tend to engage

and go deeper into a subject.



These inspirational get-togethers were programmed and dedicated to

inspire, connect and empower women! We highlighted women's unique

successes and facilitated a dialogue that transcended cultures, industries

and experiences. From a wider perspective, the four sequences supported

SDG 5: to achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls.

This was not your ordinary female leadership session. This was a safe space to

learn and grow together. A moment to share experiences and help each

other in taking the next step in our own personal and professional journeys.

The sessions were hosted by Jannelieke Aalstein and Anoesjka Imambaks,

with guest speakers including Charlotte Melkert (CEO, Equalture), Leonie van

Mierlo (Author), Arjen Slim (Managing Director, Accenture), and Roos van

Dalen (Digital Consultant, Deloitte)

76

 IMPACT STORY 
FEMALE LEADERSHIP SEQUENCE 
SUPPORTS SDGS

4
SEQUENCESPARTICIPANTS

Anoesjka Imambaks and Jannelieke Aalstein
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VISITOR DEMOGRAPHICS IN 2021

30%
GROWTH STAGE

32%
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15%
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We keep a close eye on the demographics of our Thursday

Gatherings.  By doing so we can continuously reflect on and improve

our program and get to know our community. By tailoring our

communication and sessions we can create a balanced and

attractive event every week.
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TOP 10 VISITOR INDUSTRIES

FINANCE


5,58%

ENERGY

 
6,15%

LOGISTICS


4,37%

SOFTWARE

ENVIRONMENT
AI

ARTS





13,18%

4,18%

COMMUNICATIONS
19,46%

6,34%

5,01%

EDUCATION
7,86%

DESIGN


3,04%



"Asia, Africa and Europe united on one square meter. Fascinating

meeting with these gentlemen at Venture Café Rotterdam precisely in

the week of diversity."

JOSHUA RIEMANS MBA 
Vindt Je Waarom

https://www.linkedin.com/company/venturecaferotterdam/


TALENT
PROGRAMS



TALENT PROGRAM
Every last Thursday of the month is Talent Night at Venture Café.

Talent Night connects the most innovative companies to the best

international talent Rotterdam has to offer. During these

gatherings we host a variety of companies actively looking for

employees by organizing a job market. Our program partners offer

coaching sessions and inspiring keynotes both for talent as well as

for startups and scale-ups looking to form dedicated teams. By

offering this programming, we accelerate connections and kick-

start careers.

During this year's Upstream Festival, Venture Café Rotterdam was

delighted to host a panel "Reinvent Yourself" during the festival's

popular Talent day. Our varied connections meant we could invite

incredible speakers to share their inspirational stories to an eager

audience!

TALENT NIGHTS

11
AMBASSADORS

32

We also nurture talent in other ways and are proud of our

commitment to supporting the next generation of entrepreneurs

through internship and ambassador opportunities. We live and

breathe our ethos that innovation is for everyone, seeing the

potential in everybody. 

Venture Café wouldn’t be possible without our wonderful

ambassadors. Every week, Event Management students from

Albeda College help us facilitate connections by ensuring

Thursday Gatherings runs smoothly. Thank you, Ambassadors!

INTERNSHIPS AND AMBASSADORS



What did you enjoy about your internship? 
I will always appreciate the working culture here, being able to try, fail, and

learn from these experiences and take on my own projects. I didn’t really

have expectations coming in, as internships sometimes have the reputation

of being menial. However, I’m thankful that I was trusted to host events and

take on projects. 

What is the thing you’re most proud of during your time at Venture Café  
Rotterdam? 
I think it has to be running the Thursday Gatherings! I was given a lot of trust

and responsibility to run the bar, manage the setting up of the registration

desk and brief our student ambassadors. That was definitely a highlight for

me.

Do you have any tips for anyone considering being an intern?
Internships are THE opportunity to apply what you’ve learnt in a real world

scenario because I can assure you, it is a change from the classroom. What to

also keep in mind is that you will get rejected from some and that’s totally

normal; it happens but you can learn from that and apply that to the next

application. So, if you feel like you’re up for a challenge in your student

career, internships are the way to go for your growth and good luck!

 

 IMPACT STORY 
Q & A WITH INTERN NICKY BEYSON

PROGRAM
PARTNERS 4

Nicky Beysen, Marketing & Events Intern

VENTURE CAFÉ
INTERNS

4



INNOVATION
VISITORS
BUREAU



CONNECTING INNOVATORS GLOBALLY
Venture Café is a part of a global network which positions

Rotterdam as an international ecosystem for innovation and

entrepreneurship.

Through our Innovation Visitors Bureau (IVB) we welcome

(inter)national delegations to the innovation ecosystem of

Rotterdam (South-Holland), with the aim of creating concrete,

valuable outcomes. By meeting specific key players and touring

innovation hubs we aim to provide visiting delegations insights

into our ecosystem.

Next to this we organize inspiration tours focused on our

innovation ecosystem and connecting & meeting startups. Tours

are provided to corporates, governmental organizations and

educational institutions from primary school up to MBO, HBO and

universities.

As lockdown restrictions waxed and waned throughout 2021, we

grasped the opportunities as they presented themselves to host a

number of tours and IVB's including delegates from Costa Rica

and students from Macalester College in Minnesota.

IVB'S & TOURS IVB AND TOUR 
GUESTS

7 147

Anoesjka Imambaks welcomes Mr Román and Mr. Beirute,
CEO Trade Promotion Agency from Costa Rica



EVENTS 
BUREAU



THE RISE OF HYBRID EVENTS

EVENTS

109

Events Bureau is the living room of Rotterdam’s venture community: a place

where people can host their event, exchange knowledge, build meaningful

relationships, and make their ideas happen. 

Powered by CIC and Venture Café Rotterdam, we live and breathe

regenerative events as a way to support innovation and the climate. 

All profits of Events Bureau are put towards supporting the mission of

Venture Café, a non-profit organisation dedicated to connecting innovators

to make things happen all over the world. 

The lessons we learnt in 2020, as we transitioned from in-person to virtual

events, paved the way for the Events Bureau to provide smarter, safer and

exciting event packages in 2021. This year saw a growth in trust of online and

hybrid events amongst our clients with a significant rise in demand for this

service. By expanding our facilities, drawing on latest research and our own

experience we were proud to offer event solutions to organizations large and

small. 

GUESTS

4k
DONATED SPACE

30k

Sinterklaass could still visit Gemeente Rotterdam's Festive borrel safely thanks to our
hybrid technology 



On Tuesday 31 August Events Bureau and CIC Rotterdam jointly hosted a

hackathon with the Rotterdam School of Management and 150 of their

students. CIC’s offices became THE space to find solutions to global

challenges, focused on the UN Sustainable Development Goals.

After a short kick-off presentation, the 25 teams were taken to their separate

office spaces where they worked tirelessly on their problem which was

concluded the next day at their campus. The buzz around the 3rd and 4th

floor of the Groot Handelsgebouw was wonderful to hear.

This was the first collaboration between Events Bureau, CIC Rotterdam and

Rotterdam School of Management and we were thrilled to welcome such a

dedicated group of students. 

We're proud to have been able to co-host this special day, introduce

students to our co-working spaces and to the innovation community.

 IMPACT STORY 
HOSTING HACKATHONS

OFFICES OCCUPIED STUDENTS

25 150
RSM students working hard to find solutions

Photo by Simeon Choi

https://venturecaferotterdam.org/connect/events-bureau/
https://cic.com/rotterdam
https://www.rsm.nl/


A GLOBAL
NETWORK



We were proud to offer a special
globally curated session "Cultivating
Thriving Innovation Communities". 
 Our panel of global experts
(including Tim Rowe) discussed how
innovation districts like ours are
uniquely positioned to help solve the
world's toughest problems.

THE VENTURE CAFÉ GLOBAL NETWORK 



TEAM
Photo b Martin Janssen



OUR 2021 TEAM 

ANOESJKA IMAMBAKS
Executive Director

DANIEL MANUSAMA
Events Lead

LAURA VAN BEKKUM
Program & Partnerships Manager

CLAIRE WORLAND
Community and 

Communications Manager

CORNELIS VERKADE
Events and Operations Coordinator

NADIA BOULAHIA
Graduate Intern

NINA DE WAL
Events Intern NICKY BEYSEN

Events & Marketing Intern

MARIA SAMPAIO
Events Intern

 We are a small but mighty team that thrives on experimentation, new ideas, provocative conversations and seeing new relationships unfold!!



OUR BOARD

PATRICK POLAK
Managing partner, Newion

PETER PAUL VAN VOORST TOT
VOORST
Founder, Skoon Energy

VARESKA VAN DE VRANDE
Professor of Collaborative

Innovation and Business Venturing,

RSM Erasmus University

JAWAD HANDIZI 
Vice President Business

Development Western Europe, GE

Healthcare

WILBERT LEK
Managing director, Rotterdam

Partners

BURCU TAS 
Portfolio & Innovation Manager Ice

Cream Europe, Unilever

MELISSA ABLETT JORDAAN
Chief Operating Officer 

Cambridge Innovation Center
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2022 PROGRAM



2022 PROGRAM ELEMENTS

PROGRAM@VENTURECAFEROTTERDAM.ORG

INTERESTED IN BEING PART OF VENTURE CAFÉ'S PROGRAM? EMAIL US!

LSH010 Café, every first Thursday of the month

to connect LS&H players in collaboration with

InnovationQuarter, Rotterdam Partners,

Erasmus MC and Gemeente Rotterdam.

Investment Cafe every third Thursday of the

month with regular partners to demystify the

world of investment and crypto

Venture School Program Summer 2022

supporting those with an idea to kickstart their

business during summer months.







Talent Night, every last Thursday of the month

promoting and supporting talent in the

ecosystem

Weekly Walks, Are you missing making

connections with the innovation community? In

need of some serendipitous connections?

Looking for a shot of vitamin D and exercise? We

have a great solution! Weekly Walks offers you

fresh air, a healthy step count and new

connections. Join us.







ISOLATION IS THE ENEMY OF
INNOVATION.

LET’S BUILD COMMUNITIES
TOGETHER!
LEARN MORE AT VENTURECAFEROTTERDAM.ORG


